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ABSTRACT

The pairing symmetiy and the superconducting gap in high-temperature superconducting cuprates are investigated as a
function of the hole doping level (x) and temperature (7), using directional scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). It is
found that the predominant pairing symmetry is which is insensitive to the irariations in T and x. In contrast, the
maximum superconducting gap (zld) in YBa2Cu3O74 and La2SrCuO44 scales with the superconducting transition
temperature (Ta), &1d the ratio of (2A,/kBT) increases with decreasing doping level. The dominance of d22 pairing is
consistent with strong spatial variations in the local quasiparticle spectra near non-magnetic impurities such as Zn and Mg in
a (Zn,Mg)-doped YBa2Cu3O74 single crystal. To further elucidate the nature of the pairing state, the c-axis spin-polarized
quasiparticle transport in the superconducting state of YBa2Cu3O74 is investigated by studying the critical currents and STS
under the injection of electrical currents from the underlying ferromagnetic La7Sr03MnO3 layer in various ferromagnet-
insulator-superconductor (F-I-S) heterostructures. The temperature dependent spin diffusion length (5) and signatures of
nonequilibrium quasiparticle distribution under spin injection in d-wave superconductors are determined for the first time.

Keywords: pairing symmetry, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), cuprate superconductors, zero-bias conductance peak
(ZBCP), spin-polarized quasiparticles, F-I-S heterostructures, spin diffusion length, nonequiibrium superconductivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Pairing Symmetry in Cuprate Superconductors

The purity of pairing symmetry in cuprate superconductors has been an issue of intense investigation and heated debate in
recent years'9. Despite overwhelming experimental evidence supporting the d2,2 symmetiy as the predominant pairing
component', whether there may exist a secondary pairing component, particularly one that results in the breaking of time-
reversal symmetry"15, remains controversial. Theoretically, pairing mechanism based on the antiferromagnetic spin
fluctuations would require a d22 pairing symmetry°, whereas anion superconductivity would favor the (d22+i4) pairing
symmetiy', yielding time-reversal symmetry breaking. It has also been conjectured that the dominant d22 pairing
channel may be suppressed within approximately a coherence length of a surface that permits the formation of Andreev
bound states, yielding a local time-reversal symmetiy breaking and (d+is) pairing symmetiy even in the absence of any
magnetic field"2. This "surface-induced time reversal-symmetiy breaking" effect would result in the splitting of the zero-
bias conductance peak (ZBCP) as the result of Doppler shift of quasiparticle energies, and the magnitude of such splitting
would increase linearly with increasing magnetic field'2. However, the lack of universal experimental evidence for the time-
reversal symmetry breaking phenomena in both zero and finite magnetic fields in a vast quantity of experimental da&'5
casts concerns on the scenario of surface-induced time reversal symmetry breaking. Recent theoretical investigation'6 of
competing superconducting pairing channels based on a lattice model with a pairing kemal involving onsite repulsion and
nearest-neighbor attraction on a square lattice has suggested that the d-wave pairing channel generally prevails if the single
particle density of states is close to or more than half-filling'6. Furthermore, a number of theoretical calculations'7"8 have
demonstrated that surface impurities can significantly influence the local quasiparticle spectra of cuprate superconductors. A
recent comprehensive calculation'9 for the ground state of doped antiferromagnetic insulators suggests that while d22 is the
pairing symmetry for the ground state, the (d22+i4) pairing may be a short-lived meta-stable state that can occur through
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either thennal excitations or existence of impurities. All these unsettled issues obvious require further experimental and
theoretical investigation.

1.2. Spin and Charge Channels in the Normal and Superconducting States of Cuprates

Another central issue of debates is the physical origin ofa "pseudoap" and the non-Fermi liquid behavior in the nonnal state
of underdoped and opti.maliy doped cuprate superconductors242b. 'fl j there exists an energy scale comparable to a
characteristic temperature T*, below which the density of states in the normal state is suppressed, indicating the opening of a
pseudogap. The pseudogap temperature T* increases with decreasing doping level (x) and is nearly independent of the
temperature (77. Further, experimental evidence suggests that T* is related to the occurrence of a spin gap in the cuprates, and
T* is significantly above the superconducting transition T for the underdoped cuprates. The general consensus is that the
non-Fermi liquid behavior of the cuprates for temperatures between T and T* is the result of different behavior in the spin
and charge channels, known as the spin-charge separation273' .Inaddition, the absence of longrange phase coherence32' in
these "doped Mott insulators" between T and T* is believed to contribute to the unconventional normal state properties. This
view also leads to the proposed dynamic and Josephson-coupled "stripe phases" in the cuprates that may be responsible for
the existence of a quasi one-dimensional Luttinger liquid, the latter is known to result in spin-charge separation phenomena
in lower-dimensional physical systems.

To further elucidate the issue of spincharge separation below T*, it is important to design experiments that can directly
assess the characteristic lengths and times for the spin and charge channe1sMI Our approach to this investigation is to
perform spin injection experiments on perovskite ferromagnet-insulator-superconductor (F4S) thin-film heterostructures3
36• By characterizing how pairbreaking effects due to spin-polarized quasiparticles depend on the temperature and the
thickness of the superconducting layer, we are able to deduce the spin diffusion length 5(7) along the caxis of YBa2Cu3O,
in its superconducting state. In addition, by considering the pair-breaking efficiency and transmission of spin-polarized
quasiparticles in YBa2Cu3O74, we are able to demonstrate signatures of nonequilibrium superconductivity in d-wave
superconductors for the first time.

2. QUASIPARTICLE TUNNELING SPECTRA OF CUPRATE SUPERCONDUCTORS

2.1. Sample Characterizations and Surface Preparations for STS Studies

The samples used for our STS studies include optimally doped and underdoped pure YBa2Cu3O7.8 single crystals with
superconducting transition temperatures of 91 1 K and 60 3 K, one nearly optimally doped YBa2Cu3O7 single crystal
with controlled 0.26% Zn and 0.4% Mg impurities, and underdoped a-axis oriented La2 SrCuO4 films with x 0.15,
0. 125, and 0. 10. The samples for the STS studies have been characterized by x-ray refraction (XRD). The crystalline axes of
the single crystals selected for the tunneling studies are determined by optical microscopy, and those of the oriented films are
based on the XRD information. The technique used in this investigation involves a low-temperature scanning tunneling
microscope (LT-STM) for studying the directional tunneling spectroscopy of cuprate superconductors along various
crystalline axes. The tunneling tip is made of Pt(85%)-Ir(]5%), and the highest voltage resolution at the lowest temperature
is 200 1LIV. The temperature range covered in this work is between 2.4 K and 10 K.

The surface preparation is very important for STS and STM studies, because STM is a surface sensitive probe with a depth
no more than 10 nm. Consequently, it is necessary to reduce any appreciable non-stoicliiometric surface layers in order to
obtain reasonable information for the generic properties of the materials to be investigated. Fo the single crystal samples
used in our experiments, they were first cut to reveal the desirable crystalline plane, polished to optical flatness, and then
annealed at proper temperatures under a gas flow of different oxygen partial pressure to yield the necessary doping level. The
sample was subsequently chemically etched with 1% Br2 in pure ethanol (or 0.5% Br2 in pure ethanol for thin film samples),
and then thoroughly rinsed in pure ethanol. This process has been demonstrated by XPS studies to yield optimal electronic
properties at the surface of various cuprate superconductors42'43, and to passivate the surface to prevent degradation in air
over an extended period of time (- tens of minutes). Hence, the sample could be properly transferred to the STM cryostat to
achieve high vacuum and low temperature condition to ensure preservation ofthe surface quality before experiments.

2.2. Optimally Doped and Underdoped YBa2Cu3O74 Single Crystals

Following our previous investigation, we employ the generalized BTK theory44 by Hu9, Kashiwaya and Tanaka'° to analyze
the directional tunneling spectra. The relevant physical quantities thus derived include the percentage of possible secondary
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pairing components, the maximum gap Zld, lifetime broadening parameter 1 and the tunneling impedance Z. More explicitly,
we consider the tunneling current (I) from a normal metal to a superconductor can be described in terms of the generalized
BTK theoiy as a function ofthe bias voltage (V) using the following formu1a3°:

J =G,fJexp[- dk (1)

Here Gb,,, is proportional to the normal-state junction conductance, A and B are the Andreev-reflection and normal reflection
probabilities9'10, fis the Fermi function for quasiparticle distributions, Ek is the quasiparticle energy, and fi is the tunneling
cone width that measures the effective spread in the transverse quasiparticle momentum (ks) and the surface roughness3. To
estimate the possible contribution from different pairing components, we assume that the pairing potential is given by zik =Lid
cos(2E4) i4 for (d+is), 4 =LidCOS(2O,) + iLi'sin (20,) for (d+id, and 4 =4,cos(2O) for (d±s).

The fitting parameters for different junctions of both optimally doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O74 single crystals are
summarized in Table 1. In particular, we note that the zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) for the {l 10) junctions taken at
temperatures between 2.4 K and 4.2 K do not reveal any splitting down to a voltage resolution of 0.2 meV, as exemplified
by a representative set of data in Figure 1. Within our experimental resolution, the absence of any splitting in the ZBCP for
many tens of {1 10) tunneling spectra investigated in our studies places an upper bound 5% for the existence of any time-
reversal symmetry-breaking component Furthermore, we note that the maximum conductance of the ZBCP in our work is
nearly one order of magnitude larger than the background normal conductance. This is in sharp contrast to the typical ZBCP
signals reported in planar junctions, where the maximum conductance is generally between 0. 1% to 1% of the background
normal conductance"5. This contrast is likely due to the large differences in the junction areas, where the area of a typical
planarjunction is about 1O_8 10b0 m2, and that of an STM tunnelingjunction is lO_18 lO_16 m2. In addition, the differences
in the tunnel barrier for the STS studies, which is a vacuum gap, versus those for planar junctions, which typically consist of
polymers and/or oxide layers"3"5, may have important effects on the resulting quasiparticle spectra.

Our results on optimally doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O74 single crystals are consistent with a number of experiments from
other research groups on various forms of YBa2Cu3O7, including experiments performed directly on the cuprate
superconductors using techniques such as STM on {1 lO} oriented films for temperature down to 80 mK and in a field up to 7
Tesla, grain-boundaly junctions for temperature down to 0.1 K and in a field up to 12 Tesla7, and scanning SQUID
microscopy on ni-crystals of YBa2Cu3O78 films in zero field from 0.5 K up to 90 K6. None of these studies revealed any
evidence of spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking, with an upper bound for a secondaiy pairing components lowered
to 0. 10%, according to the STS studies of {1 1O} oriented YBa2Cu3O7 films. In addition, recent point contact measurements
using mO2 on YBa2Cu3O, oriented films also find that there is no ZBCP splitting in the zero magnetic field in either
optimally doped or underdoped limit'5. Only YBa2(CaCu3)O7 oriented films that are overdoped cuprates exhibit finite
ZBCP splitting in zero magnetic fiel&5. Furthermore, the magnetic field dependence of the ZBCP splitting appears to be very
different between the optimally doped and overdoped samples'5. These results obviously call for reevaluation of the relevance
ofDoppler shift to the time-reversal symmetry breaking.
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Figure 1 Normalized quasiparticle tunneling spectra of a nearly optimally doped YBa2Cu3O76 single crystal at 4.2 K, showing the ZBCP
for the {1l0} junction in the tunneling limit (main panel), and that in the point contact limit (left inset). The magnitude of the maximum
ZBCP is nearly one order of magnitude larger than the background normal conductance, which is about two to three orders of magnitude
larger than typically ZBCP signals in planarjunctions. The absence ofany splitting down to 2.4 K and with a voltage resolution 0.2 meV
places a <5 % upper bound for any time-reversal symmetry breaking component.
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In addition to the consideration of pairing symmetry, it is also interesting to compare the caxis tunneling spectra of both
optimally doped and underdoped samples. As illustrated in Figure 2, the averaged dwave gap as indicated by the position of
the coherence peaks at 4 decreases with the decreasing T. In addition, we note that similar satellite features exist in both
samples, and the energy scale of each feature appears to scale with the energy gap. We note that observation of satellite
features have also been reported for the caxis quasiparticle tunneling spectra of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ single cxysta1s45', and the
"dip" and "hump" features at energies f2.,, and f2,,, have been attributed to many-body effects of quasiparticle interaction
with the background spin excitations47'. We shall come back to this issue later in subsection 2.4.

Table 1 Summary ofthe fitting results for the YBa2Cu3O7. and La2SrCuO4. samples using the generalized BTK theozy, with 4, being
the maximum d gap, Z the tunneling banier parameter, fthe lifetime broadening parameter, andp the hole concentration per Cu02. The
eITors are given to account for all spectral variations, instrumental resolutions, and numerical fitting uncertainties.

Junctiorw zbfmeJ ...L. P(meV) Secondary Pairing Component

90K-YBCO{100} 29±3 7.5±0.8 5.2±0.5 0 0.15 < 5 %
90K-YBCO{100} 28±3 7.2±0.8 0.4±0.1 0 0.15 < 5 %
9OKYBCO{11O} 27±4 7.2±0.8 2.7±0.1 0 0.15 <5%
90K-YBCO{OO1} 19±4 4.9±1.0 4.5±0.2 0 0.15

60K-YBCO{110} 22±5 8.5±1.9 3.6±0.2 1.9±0.2 0.10 < 9 %
60K-YBCO{001} 17±1 6.6±0.3 4.0±0.5 1.0±0.5 0.10

(Zn,Mg)-YBCO{001} 25±3 6.7±0.8 5.0±0.5 1.0±0.5 0.18

28K-LSCO {110} 15±4 12.4±3.3 1.1±0.2 5.0±0.6 0.10 < 10 %
17K-LSCO {110} 15±4 20.5±5.5 1.2±0.2 4.1±0.5 0.08 < 10%
1OK-LSCO {100} 13±2 30.1±4.6 1.5±0.5 2.5±0.6 0.06

2.2. Optimally Doped and Underdoped La2.SrCuO44 Oriented Films

We have also investigated a different family of high-temperature superconducting cuprates, the a-axis oriented La2SrCuO4
films, in order to evaluate the purity of d-wave pairing symmetry in these samples that exhibit a larger electronic anisotropy
than that in YBa2Cu3O75 and consist of one Cu02 layer per unit cell. The samples include optimally doped and underdoped
La2SrCuO4 a-axis films with x = 0.1, 0. 125 and 0. 15, and T = (10±5), (17±5), and (28±5) K, respectively. In all these
samples, ZBCP has been. observed, and none of these spectra exhibit any visible splitting within our experimental
resolution4'5. Due to the larger transition width and more significant disorder in these oriented films, we place an upper bound
for any secondary pairing component in La2.SrCuO4 at 10%.

The above analysis suggests that among all samples of our investigation, there is no discernible evidence of mixed pairing
components, regardless of the temperature, doping level, and even the degree of disorder. The fact that only experiments
involving some planar junctions (with dissimilar materials placed on top of the cuprate superconductor) have revealed signs
of mixed pairing components"3"5 suggests that more cautious reevaluation of the status of experimental evidence for the
surface-induced time-reversal symmetiy breaking will be necessary. Furthermore, a number of theoretical calculations'7"8
have suggested that surface impurities can significantly influence the local quasiparticle spectra of cuprate superconductors.
In particular, it is found that the quasiparticle spectra of d-wave superconductors are far more sensitive to non-magnetic
impurities than those of conventional s-wave superconductors'7"8. Given the fact that planarjunctions generally cover a large
junction area and involve dissimilar materials as the tunneling barrier, it is difficult to entirely rule out the role of impurities
in the observed splitting of ZBCP. In particular, recent theoretical analysis on doped antiferromagnets has found that while
the pure d22-pairing is the ground state, a time-reversal symmetry breaking state (d22+i4) may exist as a short-lived
metastable state'9, the latter could be thermally excited or stabilized by the presence of impurities. It seems that mounting
theoretical studies have led to the suggestion that the time-reversal symmetry-breaking state, if exists in the cuprate
superconductors, is more likely to be in the form of (dz2+id) pairing symmetry rather than (d22+is). However, this issue
remains controversial and will require in-depth experimental and theoretical investigation.
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Another interesting aspect that is worth noting in our studies is that the ratio of (244cBT) for both La2SrCuO44 and
YBa2Cu3O74 increases rapidly with decreasing doping, and the ratio well exceeds the mean4ield value (4.3) for d-wave
superconductors, as listed in Table 1. These results obtained in the superconducting state appear to be consistent with the
unconventional normal state properties of underdoped cuprates, suggesting that the underdoped regime is consistent with a
strongly interacting many-body system.

2.3. Comparison of C-Axis Quasiparticle Tunneling Spectra of YBa2Cu3O74 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O3+, Single Crystals

As shown in Table 1, our tunneling studies indicate that in optimally doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O74 and a-axis oriented
La2. SrCuO44 films, the maximum d-wave gap (ld)appears to scale with T. This finding is in contrast to the c-axis
tunneling and ARPES spectra of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O single crystals, which exhibit increasing gap values (zl*) with decreasing
doping57. In addition, the satellite features in both opthnaliy doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O7 appear to scale with 1d,
as shown in Figure 2; whereas those in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+, scale with 4748• We note that the gap features at V = (4*/e) in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og have been determined by various techniques, including STS, and SIN and SIS point contact
measurements47, and ARPES45'. It is found that these gap features at V = (21*/e)do not close at T from STS studies46,
resembling a pseudogap and in contrast to those in YBa2Cu3O7.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the normalized c-axis quasiparticle tunneling spectra of nearly optimally doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O7_8
single crystals at 4.2 K. Note that the satellite features scale in energy with the superconducting coherence peaks at V = (4,/e).

On the other hand, if we compare the satellite features at (Q) and (f2,) relative to the c-axis tunneling gap of 4, (j*)
inYBa2Cu3O7 (Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+,J, we find that these features scale almost linearly with their corresponding gaps, as shown
in Figure 3(a). It remains an open issue why the c-axis gaps obtained from tunneling measurements have different doping
dependence in YBa2Cu3O74 and in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O+,, as shown in Figure 3(b) where the gap versus hole concentration (p) per
unit CuO exhibit very different behavior. We note that the data for the overdoped YBCO system is taken from a (Zn,Mg)-
doped YBa2Cu3O74 single crystal described below.

2.4. (Zn,Mg)-Doped YBa2Cu3O74 Single Crystal -Investigation of the Effects of Non-Magnetic Impurities

It is well known that non-magnetic impurities in s-wave superconductors do not incur any effect on the quasiparticle spectra,
in contrast to the significant pair-breaking effects of magnetic impurities495' . On the other hand, recent theoretical
calculations have shown that strong pair breaking effects of non-magnetic impurities can exist in pure d-wave
superconductors'7"8. The effects of both magnetic and non-magnetic impurities on the quasiparticle spectra of d-wave
superconductors have been confirmed by recent experiments on Ni and Zn-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8÷ single crystals52. In
particular, spatially resolved imaging and spectroscopy taken with a high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy57 reveal
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that Zn impurities are strong scattering centers that completely suppress the superconducting coherence peaks, and the
scattering energy at the Zn site is £7 — 1.5 meV. In contrast, Ni impurities yield excess resonance scattering peaks in both
the hole-like and electron-like branches of the quasiparticle spectra without significantly perturbing the superconducting
coherence peaks that are characteristics of pure Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+. Furthermore, the quasiparticle spectra around Ni impurities
exhibit oscillatory variations58. Such behavior has not been considered by existing theories for impurity scattering in d-wave
superconductors. We note that the oscillatory quasiparticle distribution is in fact analogous to the well-known Friedel
oscillation59 of the carrier distribution near a charged impurity in a metal. Therefore a complete theoretical analysis should
reveal such a phenomenon. The finding that Zn4mpurities appear to be stronger pairbreakers than Ni-impurities is consistent
with neutron scattering and optimal measurements on the bulk properties of similar systems5256. It is interesting to note that
the single scattering peak at the Zn site57 is consistent with pure d22 pairing'8, which is in contrast to the prediction of two
scattering peaks at energies for (dz2+i4) or (d22+is) pairing, according to the T-niatrix theoretical calculations'8.

250

200

150

100

Ftaure 3 Comparison of the satellite features obtained from the c-axis quasiparticle tunneling spectra of YBa2Cu3O75 single ciystals and
those of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ at 4.2 K. Note that the satellite features scale in energy with 4 for YBa2Cu3O73 and with 4* for
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O+. The data for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ are taken from Refs. 46 and 47.

On the other hand, the puzzling contrast between the c-axis tuimeling spectra of YBa2Cu3O75 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+ single
ciystals suggests that the quasiparticle spectra near impurities in YBa2Cu3O7 need not be the same as those in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+. In addition, studies of spatially resolved quasiparticle spectra have only focused on the effects of non-
magnetic impurities that do not contribute to doping. It is therefore informative if similar spectroscopy studies can be
conducted near those impurities that affect the doping level ofthe cuprates.

To investigate these issues, we have conducted preliminary tunneling spectra on Zn-doped YBa2Cu3O7 single crystal (with
0.26% Zn and 0.4% Mg). The c-axis tunneling spectroscopy on the ab-plane of the single crystal at 4.2 K reveals
reproducible spatially varying quasiparticle spectra, depending on the position of the STM tip relative to either Zn or Mg
impurities. When the STM tip is sufficiently far away from impurities, the quasiparticle spectrum is consistent with the
standard c-axis tunneling spectra of d-wave superconductors, as indicated by Curve "0" in Figure 4. The spectrum
corresponds to an average gap value of (24±2) meV, which is consistent with our previous studies on pure YBa2Cu3O7
single crystal. As the STM tip approaches an impurity site, we observe two typical types of spectral evolution, corresponding
to two types of scattering centers, although the nature of each is yet to be identified. The "type-A" scattering center is
associated with a sharp resonance scattering at an energy of +2 meV, and the spatial evolution of the spectra as the tip
approaches the impurity centerA can be illustrated by considering the spectra in the order of Curves 0, A-i, A-2, and A-3.
We note that with the initial increase in the intensity of the impurity resonance scattering peak at +2 meV, the
superconducting coherence peak in the electron branch (--+24 meV) first diminishes noticeably, and then both the electron-
and hole-branch coherence peaks vanish as the impurity resonance becomes dominant. This suggests that type-A scattering
center is a strong pair-breaker, similar to the finding in the Zn-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+. We also note that occasionally
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resonant scattering peaks at the impurities sites havealso been observed at energies of- —2 meV for A-type and ——10 meV
for B4ype impurities. The observation of only one c-axis resonant scattering peak at each non-magnetic impurity site is again
consistent with theoretical predictions for pure d22 pairing'8.

Similarly spatial evolution ofthe quasiparticle spectra is also observed for the other type of scattering center B, as manifested
by Curves 0, B-i, B-2 and B-3. The only difference in these two types of spectra is the energy of the impurity resonance.
One corresponds to a repulsive scattering potential £2 2 meV, the other is associated with a higher repulsive scattering
potential fl 10 meV. Judging from the frequency of occurrence, we tentatively assign the A-site to Zn and the B-site to
Mg. We note that the scattering potential for Zn-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ has been reported to be primarily negative, with £2
(—1.5±0.5) meV.57 More investigation appears necessary to understand the differences between the systems of Zn-doped
YBa2Cu3O7.5 and Zn-doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+,.
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Figure 4 Quasiparticle tunneling spectra of a (Zn,Mg)-doped YBa2Cu3O7_5 single crystal at 4.2 K, showing the spatial evolution of the
normalized differential conductance versus bias voltage (V). Curve 0: typical spectrum away from impurities. Curves A-i to A-3 illustrate
the spatial evolution of the spectra upon approaching scattering center A, while Curves B-i to B-3 illustrate the spatial evolution upon
approaching scattering center B.

3. NONEQUILIBRIUM SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND C-AXIS SPIN-POLARIZED
QUASIPARTICLE TRANSPORT IN D-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTORS

As stated in the introduction, the spin and charge relaxation processes of quasiparticles in the cuprates are of fundamental
importance, because of their relevance to the underlying pairing mechanism and the possibility of spin-charge separation in
high-tempemture superconductors. A novel approach to derive such information is to study the nonequilibnum
superconductivity° in these cuprates by injecting either simple or spin-polarized quasiparticles. The injection of spin-
polarized quasiparticles is of particular interest, because the resulting effects may be compared with those of static magnetic
impurities that incur time-reversal symmetry-breaking in superconductors4951 . On the other hand, there has been limited
theoretical understanding at the microscopic level for the spin-polarized quasiparticle transport in superconductors. The only

(Zn,Mg) -doped YBa2Cu3O75
R=8.0— 10.0 meV
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theoretical studies have emphasized on either the transmission of spinpo1arized quasiparticles across the
ferromagnet/superconductor intefface61, or possible experimental consequences under excess spin diffusion along the
{100} and {11O} dfrection of a d-wave superconductor'. The lack of microscopic understanding is largely due to the
complications of combined magnetic pairbreaking'9' and nonequilibrium effects° induced by spin-polarized quasiparlicle
cu1Tents6466. In this section, we briefly review the fundamentals of nonequilibrium superconductivity and magnetic paiiing
breaking effects of static magnetic impurities, and describe latest experimental status of spin injection studies in cuprate
superconductors. We then present new results that provide direct evidence for nonequilibrium quasiparticle distribution due
to quasiparticle injection, as well as direct experimental determination of spin diffusion length b. The physical significance
of these results will be assessed.

3.1. Magnetic PairBreaking and Nonequilibrium Superconductivity in Superconductors

The presence of microscopic magnetic fields in a superconductor is known to degrade superconductivity due to the breaking
oftime-reversal symmetry of the Cooper pairs9. Traditionally, magnetic pair-breaking effects were studied by doping the
superconductor with paramagnetic impurities that act as local magnetic moments°'51. The subsequent experimental
development of spin-polarized electron tunneling from a ferromagnetic layer through a insulating barrier into a
superconductoP'65 l inspired a new direction of research involving the dynamic process of spin-injection in
superconductors and in magnetic materials. Despite interesting experimental observation in the past two decades, not much
theoretical understanding of the physics of spin-polarized quasiparticle transport in superconductors has been developed at
the microscopic level, except reasonable understanding of the transport properties at the feffomagnet/superconductor
interface63. The lack ofnücroscopic understanding is largely due to the complications of combined magnetic pair-breaking
and nonequilibrium effects induced by spin-polarized quasiparticle currents in a superconductor. Recent theoretical work
based on a mean-field, quasi-static description of excess spin-polarized quasiparticles in s-wave superconductors has
predicted interesting spatial variations in the superconducting order parameter and the formation of solitons with net spins67.
However, such quasi-static description does not address either the dynamic nature of the excess quasiparticles or the phase
variation in the order parameter under the presence of a finite quasiparticle current. In the case of cuprate superconductors,
the effect of spin-polarized quasiparticle currents on superconductivity may be further complicated by the intrinsic spatial
variations in the superconducting order parameter due to the predominant d-wave pairing symmetry.

Many novel phenomena associated with nonequilibrium superconductivity have been investigated extensively since the
l97O's°. Nonetheless, these studies have primarily focused on the effects of simple (spin-degenerate) quasiparticle injection
and extraction in conventional s-wave superconductors. In the case of simple quasiparticles, both enhancement and
suppression of superconductivity have been observed, and the phenomena can be generally described in terms of a
nonequilibrium energy and an excess quasiparticle charge density (Q*)°. In the case of injection of spin-polarized
quasiparticles, it has been demonstrated that electrical currents can become spin polarized after passing through
ferromagnets'65, and the spin-polarized current with sufficient injection energy may tunnel through an insulating barrier into
a conventional superconductor, giving rise to suppression of superconductivity°. Recently, various research groups3438 have
extended investigation of the effects of spin-injection to perovskite ferromagnet-insulator-superconductor (F-l-S)
heterostructures. As discussed in our recent publication34, earlier reports of monotonic suppression in J with increasing dc
injection cwTents37 appear to have been influenced by the effects of Joule heating. Hence, genuine effects associated with
spin-polarized quasiparticles may have been obscured. We have overcome this problem by using a pulsed current technique
for studies of macroscopic and microscopic physical properties of perovskite F-I-S heterostructures, and have demonstrated
the effect of dynamic pair-breaking of spin-polarized quasipartic1es34'.

3.2. Review of Experimental Status

New phenomena manifesting nonequiibrium superconductivity and pair breaking induced by spin-polarized quasiparticle
currents in perovskite F-i-S heterostructures have been reported our recent works. Using a pulsed current technique for
measurements of the critical current density .J,, we are able to minimize Joule heating effects to less than 10 mK for the
maximum injection current (I,,, - 300 mA) from the ferromagnetic layer to the superconductor, and have been able to reveal
several novel phenomena. For instance, a monotonic decrease in J, with decreasing insulator thickness is observed; and for F-
I-S with sufficiently thin insulating barriers, a slight increase in J is observed under small injection current from the
ferromagnet, followed by a strong suppression ofJ under large injection current. In contrast, no effect of injection on J, can
be detected in either the N-I-S control sample or F-I-S samples with thick insulating barrier. These phenomena are consistent
with the pair breaking effects induced by spin-polarized quasiparticles.
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In addition to the studies ofJ, we have also investigated the caxis quasiparticle tunneling spectroscopy of perovskite F4S
heterostructures comprising YBa2Cu3O74 and La7CaMnO3 at 4.2 K 3536 The spectra were consistent with the d-wave
pairing s1rmmetxy ofYBa2Cu3O74, with a gap maximum = 22 meV, under an injection current up to at least 35 mA ('lx1O
A/cm ) S36• Spectral smearing observed at higher injection currents could be fitted to an elevated effective quasiparticle
temperature (- 60 K), even though negligible sample heating was detected with our insitu thermometry"'36. The overall
spectral evolution with the injection current appears to be non-thermal in character, showing a non-monotonic change in both
the zero-bias tunneling conductance and the area under the conductance spectrum. In contrast, no detectable effects of
injection were observed in the N-I-S sample36.

3.3. New Results from Transport Studies

Although we have demonstrated both macroscopic and microscopic evidence for dynamic pair breaking by the injection of
spin-polarized quasiparticles into cuprate superconductors, more quantitative information associated with the nonequilibrium
nature of the system still needs to be established. For instance, it is important to determine the magnitude and temperature
dependence of the spin diffusion length and spin relaxation time. In addition, experimental determination of the
nonequilibrium quasiparticle distributions under spin injection will be helpful in reaching better understanding for the
quasiparticle excitations in cuprate superconductors. Finally, the microscopic mechanism for pair breakininduced by the
spin-injection is still not well understood. One possibility may be related to the paramagnetic effect of the excess
magnetization induced by the injection of spin-polarized quasiparticles. It is therefore necessaiy to consider the relevance of
paramagnetic effect to the pair-breaking mechanism.

We have attempted to address these issues by empirically investigating the temperature evolution of pair-breaking effects in
F-I-S heterosiructures of a range of thickness in the superconducting layer. The samples used in this investigation include
three samples of different thickness for the superconducting layer, and of identical thickness for the insulating and
ferromagneüc layers. The chemical compositions for the heterostructures are F: La<7Sr03MnO3 (LSMO), I: SfriO3 (STO),
and S: YBa2Cn3O8, and the thickness for the YBCO layers are 5Onm, 100 nm, and 200 inn.

To illustrate the physical concept for our data analysis, we first define relevant physical quanlities that have been investigated
in this work. Consider the inset in Figure 5, where the current applied to the ferromagnet is I,,,, and the total current injected
into the superconductor is denoted as I. The transmission of spin-polarized quasiparticles across the F-I-S junction is
therefore defined as 1=— J, I k. The injected current (4) can be determined empirically from the current-voltage (I-i>)
characteristics of the superconductor, as shown in the main panel of Figure 5, where an I-V curve taken at a constant
temperature becomes offset in the presence of I. In addition to the offset, the initial critical current h"(T) becomes
suppressed by the injected spin-polarized quasiparticle current, yielding a new critical current I(T,1) that depends on both T
and J. Hence, we define the "pair-breaking efficiency" (ii)ofspin4njection as

1 (T,I) EL1Ifl'Ij)/Juj2[I0(f) —J%fJrnj) 3/Jinj . (2)

0.

0>

Current
gure 5Mainpanel: examples ofthe current-voltage characteristics ofYBa2Cu3O7.8 in the F-I-S heterostructure at a constant temperature.
The critical current in the absence of injection current is denoted as 40, whereas that under a finite injection current I is denoted as 4.
Inset: schematic illustration of the side view of the F-I-S heterostructures, showing the applied current Im through the ferromagnet and the
actual current injected I into the superconductor. The superconductor thickness is d, and the injection direction for currents is along z.
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Next, we consider the relationship between the excess magnetic moments m in the superconductor as the result ofJ1 If we
define the longitudinal spin relaxation time as T1, and the diffusion constant as 1),, then the following diffusion equation and
boundary conditions for m(T,z,I1) in the steady state are satisfied:

DJni/8Z = m IT, ; D3êrn/5zJ =I{p/e); D3ân/8z1 = 0. (3)

Here /4B denotes the Bohr magneton. Assuming complete spin polarization for the injected quasiparticles, the spatial
dependence for m(z) and the spatial average (in) can be given by the following expressions:

m(z) = (fi/5) Ii,j (p/e) cosh[(d-z)/6] I sinh(&5J; (m) = (J'1/d)I11 (p/e); 5, = (DSTJ)". (4)

It is reasonable to assume that the pairbrealdng efficiency ii is proportional to (m). Hence, we expect that increases with
increasing spin relaxation time T1 and the total injected spin-polarized quasiparticle current 4,, and i decreases with
increasing thickness of the superconducting layer d. However, this consideration only takes into account of the quasi-static
effect of excess magnetic moments. To fully incorporate the nonequilibrium effects under spin-injection, we consider the
nonequilibrium quasiparticle distribution functionf (T,J), which is different from the equilibrium distribution function f
(7). That is,

f(T,4,J)=1/{1+exp[(E_p*)/(kT)]}, f(1)=l/{l+exp[Ek/(kBT)]), (5)

where i*= *(Jj,.) is the chemical potential shift as the result of injected quasiparticles, and P2k is the quasiparticle energy in
thermodynamic equilibrium, where E = +4, and k S the normal-state single-electron energy measured relative to the
Fermi level. Knowing the average magnetic moment (in,) and the nonequilibrium quasiparticle distributionfj(T,h,), the pair-
breaking efficiency i canbe expressed in terms of(m) andfj as follows:

i.-(m)(1—2Jj), (6)

where 1k indicates the sum over all relevant k values in the momentum space. The chemical potential shift ,u* is expected to
increase linearly with increasing Ij for small injection currents, and then gradually saturates for large I before the critical
current in the superconductor is completely suppressed to zero. Consequently, from Eqs. (2), (4), (5), and (6), we find that the
pair-breaking efficiency 2 increases monotonically with increasing I in the high-temperature limit, whereas i drops
precipitously with initial increase in at low temperatures. As shown in Figure 6, the empirical results for ii-vs.-11,,, taken at
various constant temperatures for a heterostructure YBCO/STO1LSMO (with thickness of individual layers given by 50 nm/2
nm/lOO mu) are indeed consistent with this consideration.

I _____
-4--T=1OK

0.8 1—*-T=15K
,.-.' 1——T18K

0.6 1—*-T=30K. —*--T=65K' ::
0

T IT maxijj I

Figure 6 Thepair-breaking efficiency as a function of the injected spin-polarized quasiparticle current I taken at various temperatures
for a YBCO/STO/LSMO (50 mii/2 mn/lOO urn) heterostructure. Note that for (TiT) << 1, decreases rapidly with the initial increase in
Iinj. Ifl contrast, ij increasesmonotonically I,,, for(T/T) — 1.

Knowing the magnitude (in)for given experimental conditions, we can estimate the effective magnetic induction B in the
superconductor. That is,

Beff = fib (m)/12 (17. sample volume, Pb: vacuum permeability) (7)
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Using P4(7), we find that BL,r < ' 0.01 Tesla for all our experimental conditions. Consequently, we conclude that it is
unlikely for the pair breaking effect of spin-polarized quasiparticles to be primarily induced by the paramagnetic effect,
because paramagnetic effect in is only expected to be significant if B becomes a significant fraction of the upper Critical
fie1d.

Finally, we consider the effect of temperature-dependent spin diffusion length 5(7') on the pair-breaking phenomena as
observed in the transport measurements. As shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) for two F4-S samples of YBa2Cu3O7 thickness
50 rim and 200 mu, respectively, suppression of critical currents due to spinpolarized quasiparticles for the thinner
superconducting sample is already very significant at low temperatures, whereas that for the thicker sample only becomes
substatial at temperatures very close to T. Assuming that the spin diffusion length becomes comparable to the thickness of
the sample when the Critical current IjJ') is suppressed by 90% under a given injection current, we can estimate 5(1) by
studying F-I-S heterostructures with a range of thickness in the superconductor, as shown in Figure 8. We note that 5(7
increases rapidly near T, consistent with rapid decreasing condensate and increasing lifetime of spin-polarized quasiparticles.
However, the divergence is much more rapidly than the mean-field prediction, which may be related to the unconventional
nature of the cuprate superconductor. More accurate temperature dependence of &'T) awaits studies of additional F-I-S
samples with different thicknesses in the superconducting layer.

Imj (A) (A)
Figure 7 Normalized critical current (II4) vs. injection current (I) in two YBCO/STOILSMO heterostructures: (a) sample thickness: 50
nrn/2 mn/100 mu; (b) sample thickness: 200 rini/2 mn/l00 mu. Note that significant suppression of critical current in (a) already occurs at
relatively low temperatures, whereas no suppression in critical current takes place in (b)until (T1f) —+ 1.

250

200

E 150
100

T/T
Figure 8 Estimated spin diffusion length (6) as a function of the reduced temperature (T,T) from this work. The en-or bars indicate the
uncertainty in the YBCO thickness. Note the strong divergence of c5 as (TiT) -+ I.
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4. SUMMARY

Directional quasiparticle tunneling spectra on cuprate superconductors have been investigated as a function of the doping
level (x) and temperature (7), using a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope. The samples studies include optimally
doped and underdoped YBa2Cu3O7 single crystals, (Zn,Mg)-substituted YBa2Cu3O,4 single crystals with excess holes due
to the presence ofMg, as well as optimally doped and underdoped aaxis oriented La2x SrCuO44 films with x 0. 15, 0.125,
and 0.10. We find that the pairing symmetry for all samples investigated is predominantly d22 pairing, with no discernable
presence of any timereversal symmetzy-breaking component within our experimental resolution. The spectra are analyzed
using the generalized BTK theory, and the maximum of the d.-wave superconducting gap Lid is found to scale with 7',, while
the ratio of (2dd 1kB Ti,) increases with decreasing doping. These results are compared with the c-axis tunneling spectra of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O3 where the measured gap z1* appears to increase with decreasing doping, and the ratio of (2z1*ñcBT*) is
nearly independent of doping. On the other hand, the satellite features found in the quasiparticle spectra ofboth YBa2Cu3O7
and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ appear to scale with their corresponding gaps. We have also conducted preliminary studies of spatially
resolved quasiparticle spectra on a (Zn,Mg)-substituted YBa2Cu3O74 single crystal, and have found two types of positively
charged scattering centers, one at £ + 2 meV and the other at 2B + 10 meV. Finally, empirical revelation of
nonequilibrium quasiparticle distributions in YBa2Cu3O74 under spin injection has been demonstrated for the first time in
perovskite F-I-S heterostructures. The magnitude and temperature dependence of the spin diffusion length 5(7) are
determined. It is found that 5(7) diverges more rapidly than that in conventional superconductors near T. More in..depth
investigations are being conducted to elucidate the significance of 4(7) to the quasiparticle excitations in the spin and charge
channels ofcuprate superconductors.
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